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The most prominent collective modes excited in deep-inelastic reactions are reviewed, and the natural hierarchy prcvided by" their characteristic relaxation tines is described, A model is presented'which treats the relaxation of the mass asymmetry mode in terns of a diffusion process. Charge distributions and angular distributions as a function of Z calculated with this model are~in good agreement with experimental data. An extension of this diffusion nodel which treats the transfer of energy and angular momentum in terms of particle transfer is described, and is successfully compared with experimental yray multiplicities as a function of both Q-value and mass asymmetry. The problem of angular momentum transfer is again considered in connection with the sequential fission of heavy, deep-Inelastic fragments and the excitation of collective modes in the exit channel is suggested. Lastly^ the role of the giant El mode in the equilibration of the neutron-toproton ratio is discussed.
.
On the 40th anniversary of the discovery of fission, it is certainly fitting co look back in time with wonder at the legacy that'this extraordinary process-has left us. One should also recall the struggle for understanding that has ensued since this discovery. The spectacular evolution of a nucleus Into two new nuclei faced physicists'-with a large scale nuclear motion that was hardly matched by any well understood collective mode and seemed to defy any attempt for a microscopic explanation. As the shell model and nuclear structure i flourished under a steady flow of spectroscopical data, nuclear fission appeared to be a separate and stunted branch of nuclear physics which was, nevertheless, well tended by a dedicated and occasionally crowded gathering of believers. It was really a "vox clamantis in deaerto" professing an altogether new perspective and phenomenology for nuclear physics.
i'
Then came Strutinskl, who provided funny hills of potential energy in collective space to walk on, and other occasional knaves who dared doing.dynamics on them. But the fission process was to remain as mysterious as it was tantalizing. No matter how much one probed the compound nucleus, forming it with a variety of energies and angular momenta, not to apeak of mass and charge, it would undergo fission at its convenience, selecting its own collective paths in a secretive way well beyond the view of the experimentalist.
What was clearly needed was a way to manipulate the initial conditions more or less precisely and yet flexibly to test the individual degrees of freedom under well defined conditions, possibly one-by-one. In fission this was never possible. At length (And what length! ,,It took well over 10 years'after the first heavy ion accelerators became operational), it occurred to the people of fission persuasion that heavy ions, possibly very heavy ions, provided the clue to the solution. The recipe: put together two nuclei with various kinetic energy',' mass, charge, neutron-to-proton ratio, etc., and see what happens, ° -,---'' What happened; i,t seem^i "to us, is now part of history, and should seem so even to the most stubborn purists in nuclear physics. The spectacular phenomenology that has sprung forth is now well documented in hundreds of papers and several review articles. ~ Its popularity has been confirmed (if it ever 'needed to be) by the large,investments in heavyion facilities made by the international physics community.
Yet a chasm still exists between the traditional nuclear structure establishment and the proponents of heavy ion phenomenology. The language is still very different and to some the physics may appear almost unrelated.. It may now be possible to dispel such worries. The phenonenological and macroscopic description of deep-inelastic processes reveals only the surface of a large body of microscopic features, L But how do the microscopic degrees of fragments, respectively . ! J freedom, so dear to nuclear structure, conspire to create the stupendous collective phenomena observed In heavy-Ion reactions? this is the fundamental quest in heavy-ion studies and the essence of the many-body problem. It may also become the final and most ambitious goal in nuclear structured At this point the title of this talk becomes justified. The deep-inelastic process may well become, if it is not,already, the most versatile workbench for the study of the many-budy problem.
In what follows ue want to briefly illustrate the salient features of deep-inelastic collisions and point out the most relevant microscopic implications. Rather than striving for completeness, ue shall try to present those aspects which have particularly attracted the attention of our group'both experimentally and theoretically.
After a schematic description of the relevant degrees of freedom, we shall concentrate on attempts to understand the Z distributions and. angular distributions as a function of Z in terms of a diffusion model. This approach will guide us towards the problem of angular momentum and energy transfer and the one-body aspects of these processes. The problem of angular momentum transfer will be again considered in the study\of sequential fission where .! >••-statistical excitation of collective modes in the exit channel will be suggested.
Finally, we shall consider the effect of the giant El"mode cm the equilibrium neutron-to-proton ratio of deep-inelastic fragments. "
II. An overview of the degrees of freedom excited in defcp-inelastlc processes and their relaxation times.
Because heavy ion reactions involve a broad range of interaction times, it is ..useful to associate a characteristic time with the evolution of each excited collective.mode, namely the relaxation time. Estimates of these relaxation times provides a natural hierarchy for categorizing the various collective degrees of freedom. The exercise obtained in estimating these relaxation times is also very effective in acquainting one with the landscape provided by heavy-ion reactions. ..Let us first list the degrees of freedom and try to estimate the relaxation times. The most prominent modes.to date include the relaxation of the 1) Relative motion "
2) Neutron-to-proton ration 3) Rotational degrees of freedom -. 4) Mass asymmetry, "'. ' a) The relaxation of the relative notion degree of freedom and the enersy thermalizatlon.
Although a wide range of Q-values are observed in heavy-ion reai'tionsi extending from zero to nearly complete relaxation, the strong energy damping is solorominent that it has led to the labelling of these reactions as "deep-lnolastic" procesae; -•.,._ In several cases when the ratio of the center-of-mass kinetic energy to the Coulomb barrier, E/B, is larger than 1.5, interesting patterns" are seen in the cross section plotted 'as contour lines In the total kinetic energy-angle plane (see Fig. 1 ). The pattern can be related to the deflection function if one can relate the energy loss with angular displacement from quasielastic peak.
If one assumes that the system rotates with angular velocity il I:
where 6. is the grazing angle, 6 is the angle of observation, and E(6) is the centroid of the kinetic energy at that angle. For a typical system one obtains TE = 3.0 x 10~2 2 sec. which is very short tine indeed and is barely larger than a nucleonic period. One may question 'where the kinetic energy goes. It is remarkable that, for the most part, the missing kinetic energy is found as fragment excitation energy and the two fragments appear to be in thermal b) The neutron-to-proton ratio When two nuclei having different neutron-to-proton ratio come in contact, it is expected that their neutron-to-proton ratio will change so that the potential energy of the two -3- touching nuclei is minimized. This has been seen in several instances. *" Even more interesting is the observation (see Fig. 3 ) that for a given fragment Z the isotopic distribution changes as one moveB in angle from the quasi-elastic to the deep-inelastic region. 3 In the quasi-elastic 'region the neutron-to-proton ratio is correlated with that of the projectile while in the relaxed region the ratio Is more typical of the equilibrate! system. Using the same method as above, one estimates a relaxation time i 0-22 T N/Z " 1 "^ * 10 -" sec, even faster than the relaxation c'f the kinetic energy.
c. The rotational degrees of freedom As two nuclei approach one another, the angular momentum is exclusively concentrated in orbital motion. During the interaction, the two nuclei can start spinning as angular momentum is transferred from orbital to intrinsic rotation. A secular equilibrium is reached when the angular velocities of the orbital and intrinsic motion are matched. At this point the system is said to be rotating rigidly. Rigid rotation implies a definite partition of angular momentum between orbital and intrinsic motion. Intrinsic angular momentum can be inferred from the Y~ray multiplicity associated with deep-inelastic collisions. In the reaction n * c Ag + 175 MeV 20 Ne (see Fig. A ) the rigid rotation limit is attained at &iaD -90* while at more forward angle rigid rotation is not observed. 1 * Assuming that the events at 90* correspond to trajectories which have orbited past 0", one obtains an upper limit for the angular momentum relaxation time, T^-15.0 x 10~2 2 sec.
d. Mass asymmetry
A great variety ' of mass or charge distributions hive been observed in deep-inelastic reactions -from extremely narrow ones for ratios of E/B < 1.5, to very broad ones for ratios of E/B > 1.5 (see Fig. 5 ). As the interaction time increases, the particle exchange also increases, leading to mass or charge distributions which are progressively broader. Even at fixed bombarding energy the breadth of the mass distribution is seen to vary with angle. 1 ? From the angular dependence of the mass distribution breadth one can infer the relaxation time: T = 60 x 1P~22 %ec, by far the largest observed so far. It is indeed the length of this relaxation time, slightly longer than the typical interaction times, that has allowed a detailed study of the equilibration of the mass asymmetry degree of freedom and has led to the formulation of diffusion models.
III. The time evolution of the i theories.
» asymmetry degree of freedom in terms of transport
The varied pattern of equilibrium and nonequilibrium features characteristic of heavy ion reactions prompted eh? suggestion that a diffusive regime should be prevailing at least In other words It was expected chat a slow -0 " -collective node like the nass asymmetry would evolve in a Harrovian fashion toward equilibrium by maintaining a strong coupling to the heat bath provided by all the other degrees of freedon. the applicability of the.Haster equation and of the Fokker Planck ^ , equation to the tlae evolution of the various collective modes has been discussed tin detail without a clear cut conclusion. However, the success of their application to a great variety of features in heavy-ion reactions is undoubtable. Therefore, we shall try to illustrate some' 1 of their application to the analysis of the Z distributions, angular distributions, and angular momentum transfer.
If we assume that the intermediate complex has a shape close to that of two touching fragments, the asymmetry of the system can be characterized by either the mass,or the charge of one of the two fragments. We further assume that the time 1 evolution along the asymmetry coordinate is diffusive in nature and describabl.e in terms .af the Master Equation:
where 4(Z,t)t ft(Z,t) are the populations of the configurations characterized by the atomic number & ot one of the fragments, and their time derivative at time f, and MZ,Z'), A(Z l ;2) are the macroscopic transition probabilities.
If in Eq. (3) one writes 7.' -Z+h and all the quantities are expanded ahout 2 in powers of h, one obtains to low order:
which is the well-known Fokker-Planck equation.V, The quantities Ui and \u in Kq.{4) are the first and second moment of the transition probabilities:
The Fokker-Planck equation has simple analytical solutions when u,, y are constants and for the initial condition tf(Z,0) -6(Z-Z ):
*l
Notice that the centroid of the Gaussian moves with velocity u, which can be related to the driving force F • -V and to the friction^coefficient K by the relation: K=U.F.
When the force is harmonic,
an analytic solution is also available:
»(h,t) -c 1/2 (2-T(l-exp-ip)]
c|h-ho ; exp-ct/K) ,
where we have nade use of the Einstein relation VitVy " -V-./2T and T is the temperature. From general phase space considerations one can consider the following ansatz for the transition probabilities. 19 u
, where HZ,Z') is the microscopic transition probability, p-is the final statesdensity, K is a particle flux and f is the window area between the two fragments. This^caii be rewritten as The FokKer-Planck coefficients can then be calculated:
which for large T satisfy the Einstein relatlr-a.. Such an ans.itz implies for ttia friction coefficient:
In Eq. (9) the quantity K f can bt considered a form factor for the transition probability, which Bhould depend upon tl.e overlap between the two fragments. If one takes the Idea of particle transfer aeriously, it is possible to write such a quantity* which is a particle transfer rate, as suggested by Randrup^* <f *S ndo -2un RbiKO (10) where nQ is th* particle flux in nuclear «atter at saturation density, R • C^c,/^* C2) is a reduced radius expressed in terns of the central radii of the two fragments, b is uhe skin thinness and j»(?) is a universal function depending upon the separation between the sharp surface of the two fragments in units of the surface thickness. This approach neatly factors out the geometrical -features of the problem.
In general, the potential energy of the intermediate complex a& a function of Z CV:TI be written as where £ is the total angular momentum, VLD represent the liquid drop energies of the two fragments, and Vprox is the nuclear interaction or proximity energy.-^ (•;
• '^ : ' n The total potential V depends an the fissionability^of the system x, on >. ac.d on the distance between centers D. At low values of all of .tht/se^arameters, V monotonically /; increases: from,.Z = 0 to Zsym where it reaches a aaxinum.A As x, t, D increase, the second derivative at Zsvra goes through zero and changes sign: thus for large values of these parameters, V initially increases with Z,.it reaches a maximum at some intermediate value of Z, it then decreases until it reaches a minimum at ••ZsymThe driving farce which arises from this potential depends dramatically on the entrance channel asymmetry, as well as on x, I, D, It may either drive the,system towards symmetry or towards extreme asymmetries. For a reaction like 620 HeV Kr + Au the driving force is in the direction of symmetry nost of the time.l? The one-body friction has been used with moderate success to evaluate the dynamical aspects of the reaction. From it an average Interaction tine can be obtained as well as an average window to be used ir the diffusion calculation. With these quantities one can' then solve either the'Fokker-Flanck or the Master equation to obtain the charge and angular distributions. The results of a calcula tion 23 of the latter type for the reaction l 97 Au+ 86 Kr are shown in Fig. 6 . It is rewarding to notice that not only are the Z distributions reproduced with remarkable accuracy, but also the angular distributions asaoclated with individual asymmetries. The latter fit is perhaps the most demanding of the theory. It can be obtained only if the £ dependence of the interaction times and of the diffusion coefficient are accurately predicted. Any theory will find it relatively easy to fit the Z distribution but will have to prove its soundness in fitting the angular distribution as a function of Z.
IV. The angular momentum transfer and the y-ray Multiplicities.
bncoursged by this success we can try to study a problem which is intimately related) namely the dependence of the angular Momentum transfer upon Q value and mass asymmetry. 24 The total kinetic energy can be written as
' " .
-^ ,. ^ ^ ;
where trel la the orbital angular •omentuo in the exit channel^ la the reduced) suss, d is the distance of the two fragments at scission, -and Z fa, the atomic number of'one o^the two fragments. It follows that the above problem is equivalent to drawing the lines of constant entrance channel angular momentum in the plane ot\ the total kinetic energy and of the fragment atomic number. Empirical prescriptions suggesting that such lines are '-;. horizontal lines parallel to the Z axis" appear so danger o\\s that a deeper study is warranted.
^
If angular momentum' transfer (from orbital to intrinsic spin) is mediated by nucleon exchange between the reaction partners, the amount of 2-transfer must be j function cf the nunber of nucleon exchanges, which is directly related to the interaction time. Even though the average lifetime of the complex:may be short, the fragments with Z's far removed from the projectile *re associated with systems which have survived the longest. Thus, one would expect the £-transfer for such asymmetries to be vety large. For it-waves associated with longer interaction times/ one would expect the £-transfer to be almost complete, even for Z's near the projectile, since many nuclear,, exchanges will have occurred during the time of interaction, although the net exchange may be small. A more reliable conclusion on the qualitative and quantitative aspects of this problem can be obtained from a model calculation. cP
• il =
-Consistent with experiment, It is assumed thatl the radial kinetic energy is dissipated immediately at/the Interaction radius. (For the lowest S-waves, the interaction times appear to be long compared to the relaxation time of the radial kinetic energy, and for the highest fc-waves, even though the interaction times are short, very little of Che '' kinetic energy is In the radial coordinate.)
The analysis is restricted to a systen of two spheres separated by an ^-dependent distance d(4) dynamically^.determined cas described farther on in the text. We need to calculate how the orbital angular momentum (£rel) is transferred into:the spins of the nuclei (Ii, I2) rSJjd the c?\i>r-&bnal dependence of Ij and-1^ on the asymmetry of the complex (Z). Tlr^s calcula"fio\l may be performed in tiro steps:
The complete, initially at^asymmetry Z_, is assumed to live a time t and to decay with asyjtnetry Z. The average ra'Le of change of^the charge of i>ucleus 1 is Zj • (Z-Z_)/t. Since the charge-to-mass ratio has been shown experimentally to equilibrate on a much faster time scale than the charge-asymmetry mode, one may write
where A^ is the mass of nucleus 1 and a is -r.he A/Z ratio for the composite system. The average rate of nucleon transfer from one nucleus to the other is given by n00, where n0 is Che bulk flux of nuclear matter and a is the effective window between the nuclei. By forcing the system to arrive at asymmetry Z at time t, we impose an asymmetry on the right <rj2^ and left.(r2i) nucleon transfer rates, which can be written as:
'i2-'*."--K " , " <")
Knowing these transfer rates, we can write the following syscen of coupled differential equations for the spins and the orbital angular Bonenta; where dj_ and dj are the distances of the nuclear centers from the window and 8, 6., 8_ are the rotational frequencies for the orbital motion, spin-'and spin 2,"'respectively. By integrating the Eqs. (15) and (13) \;> 2) The functions IjfZ.S.), I2(Z,£) are obtained(by integrac*"t: -^c the time dependence. TheNaverage lifetime cf the complex for a given Jt-wave is approximated as the time necessary for\the dynamical system with no mass transfer to return to the strong absorption radius undeV* the influence of the Coulomb and the Proximity, potentials and subject to Proximity friction. A Gaussian lifetime diatribution u(t,£) about this average value is used with a \varian\Ve given by 0^(1) -1.5 T(£). The quantity d(i) (mentioned earlier) is the average value of the distance between centers along the trajectory using the Proxiraity Flux function 'i(r) feU the probability weight function. It is also necessary to weight the IjU.t.t) by the probability for forming the system Z at time t. . This function, $>(Z,t), can be obtained'by solving a Master Equation or an associated Fokker-Planck equatio:.. Figure 8 is a plot of the ratio of. th//variance predicted by the present model and the variance derived from the parallel cut's//' Note the large difference for the firat few bins. It is exactly in this energy region thar/a previously mentioned'discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical (one-body thrfory),^uergy loss per particle was found. The empirical analyses seemed to indicate that tKe experimental energy loss per particle, calculated as was between two and three t./lnes larger than that expected from a one-body dissipation mechanism. :if the enpirica'i variances are lnrerror by as much as indicated by the present work, the discrepancy betw/.en theory and experiment disappears. where 1^ and i'2 are tn'e fragment spins .cM^i is the Y-ray multiplicity and a is the mean number of statistical Y-rays emitted by^ach fragment. Compound nucleus studies with heavy ion reaction Indicate that a -2-3.5 depending upon the nucleus.f® Because of G this uncertainty, 'caution must be exercised ,; in comparing the absolute valu.es measured and calculated multiplicities.
^ The kinetic energy dependence of "the Y-ray multiplicities will be considered first. In Fig. 9 the Y-ray multiplicity My associated with both fragments in the reactions Au, Ho, Ag+618 HeV 86Kr ia plotted as a function n of c 1 " the total kinetic energy of each pair. Both In the experiment and in the theory the Y-r^ymuitiplicities are integrated over all the exi-, channel asymmetries. The number of statistical Y-rays per fragment is taken to be 3. , The;;piateau in the experimental multiplicities "and the : maximum in th^cdlculated multi plicities corresponds to a regime very close to rigid rotation'. The theoretical drop of .-, lower kinetic energies is due to the effect of the Coulomb energy (which in the modrjl is taken to be that of two touching spheres) and the fact thac^lpwer angular momenta, in the ,; limit o£ rigidly rotating touching spheres, are associated w"Ith dower kinetic energiesp The experiment does no" show a drop in multiplicity as large as the theory does because the exit channel configuration is not constrained to that -of two,touching spheres. Thus the deepinelastic component is spread over an energy range extending well below the Coulomb barrier. Furthermore, fluctuations in shape may destroy the simple correlation between kinetic energy and angular momentum predicted by the model at these loJj energies.
I \ •--
The second aspect to be analyzed is the Z dependence! of My in the quasi-elastic region. Examples of data and calculations are shown in Fig. 10 . YjThe characteristic V-shaped pattern is very nicely reproduced by the calculations. The qualitative explanation of this pattern is again rather simple. Fragments close in Z to the projectile atid withC^ubstantial kinetic energy on the average have exchanged fewer"'nucleons than fragments farther removed in Z from projectile. Thus less angular momentum is transferred to the fGrner than to'the latter fragments, giving rise to the rapid increase of the y-ray multiplicity as one moves away from the projectile tin cither direction. This good agreement is consistent with the agree ment observed between experiment and theory in Fig. 9 at the highest kinetic energies. 'From both of these figures one is tempted to conclude that particle exchange i*tsufficient to quantitatively explain the dependence of the angular momentum transfer.,upon kineijr energy .,' loss, without Invoking the excitation of giant collective modes. Apparently the sane onebody theory that reproduces both theZ^distribution's and the angular distributions vs Z;,so ,. satisfactorily, also handles the energy and angular momentum transfer more than adequately.
The final aspect to be considered is the Z dependence of the Y-ray multiplicity it\the deep-inelastic region. Examples of data and calculations are also given in Fig. 10 . L Again the experimental data are reproduced quite'well. It must be emphasized that in this energy region the calculation predicts near rigid rotation thi-^ughout the Z range. Yet the rise y of My with decreasing 2, commonly considered a fingerprint of rigid rotation is conspic uously absent. The reason for this behavior is to be found in the angular momentum « Furthermore, at high angular-nSoraentum, the driving(.force is strongly cdire'tted towards ^ftigher 7,'s, and discourages any( diffusion..towards low Z's, As the angular /momer.tum decreases, the^ driving force also diminishes-a^i may .even reverse Its direction thus allowing (or a,," : =^ substantia'?, diffusion to occur in thrt.direction of the low Z's. Consequently the low Z's \ire selectively populated by? low S. waves and hence the lack of rise in the Tr-ray 1 multi-^ pi'icity wiCy decreasing 'I.
° .
-\\ > m^ che-exit channel of V. Sequential fission and the excitation of collective mode _ deep-inelastic reactions.
An interesting phenomenon, accompanying the deep-inelastic process, namely the flssioiu of the heavy partner, has'"recently been observed 30 in the reaction 19 jAu4^79MeV k 36 Xe. This special kind of decay can potentially provide information on0 a) the transfer of angular momentum from orbital to intrinsic rotation; b) the transfer of energy from the ^y entrance c^hannel^to. internal degrees q'/ freedom; and cf the possibility of prompt fission l) = of the heavy partner in the Coulo»b0a/rtl nuclear''fields of the light fragments Q Recent ly 31<1 \ie have ^studied sequential fission in. cheareaction_ 1 »' Au + 620 Ne.V Kj with an apparatus con\i.istin^pf ^" &E\y/a}JLE(sol^d state) telescope to identify the atomic r>, 3 '-'.rgy-E3 of the &£nt'"partnar, ,! and a ^arge solid angle, X-Y position--li " number" Z-i <,and i sensitive counter to simultaneously detect i isly detect pitte"r^|he fegvy partner ^Z^jsr . fission fragments. The latter detector, 3^ uhfch has, a^pGsifiiori 3 resolution o ^2^)t"or one of its and subtends 24° both radially and vertically.^r^vide's information on"both the energy E^ and the in-and the out-of-pla'ne angular distributions oE the "correlated' fragments. ° Fig. 12tf,he (uiton probabilities for the heavy recoils are shown as functior-of Au and using r -1.22 fm and T » 2-3 HeV, estimated to be about 13 to 16h per fragment, randomly-'orisnted, rather than perpendicular to the recoil direction. (These results are not very sensitive'to small ~, deviations from synoetric^splittihg.) ^ a
By randomly coupling this angular momentum to that transferred from orbital motion (-"3 Oh as is inferred from Y-ray multiplicity data^6) one obtains a rms angular momentum misalign-1^ ment <fr' of the order of 24* to 28*, more than adequate to explain by itself the width of the out-of-plane sequential fission distribution. This misalignment comes from the deepinelastic process itself. If this is the case, the explanation of the fission fragment out-of-plane distribution lies in a deploarization inherent to the deep-inelastic process and not in the fission mechanism. This explanation does not contradict' the_existeh~ce^of fluctuations in the fission direction. However, one should note that the (i 2 jl/2 generated by these bending and twisting modes may be larger than K0 and thus may bo the dominant t) effect in producing the out-of-plane fission widths. The presence of such a depolarization " substantially helps to explain the y-ray anisotropy with a much smaller amount of El ~ transitions.
f: " ' " '-IV. The giant El mode and its energy broadening from the charge distributions in heavy-ion reactions.
-_ " & -
The giant El mode is best known through its photoexcitation which ip-manifested in a pen!: at ah energy E • 78 A~l' 3 MeV with a width of typically J*-b HeV. Tfie same degree of freedom is involved in the charge,,distribution at fixed mass asymmetry in binary heavy-ion reactions 3 ' (and in fission/, 'SiniiTs the equilibration of the El mode in heavy-ion reactions, or the equilibration of the neutran-to-protoh ratio of the two fragments, seems to occur ° quickly, the most probable charges can be obtained by minimizing the potential energy of the two fragments ift contact with respect to the charge of one of the fragments at constant fragment mass.. This well documented feature of heavy-ion reactions only provides information about the potential energy uVrm of the collective El Hamiltonian. In principle one could obtain information for the whole Hamiltonian by a measurement of the charge distribution at fixed mass. ~ Since in the great majority of cases^the El phoncin energy is expected to be much larger than the.temperature, the El mode is expected to, be in its ground state. As an example, let us consider the reaction Ni + Ar at 1 280 MeV bombarding energy whose mass and charge distributions have been studied in detail. 11 The analysis of the experimental charge and mass distribution shows that mass and cherge are strongly correlated as expected, with a correlation coefficient r -0.97. However, the intriguing result for the second moment of the Z distribution at constant A is o^ • 0.3 (charge units) 2 substantially analler than expected. The disagreement is all the more evident since the experimental o| should be (and has not been) corrected for particle evaporation, which would decrease its value by a substantial amount. .-Even more surprising is the fact that the experimental value of a 2 is well reproduced if one assumes just a classical statistical distribution in Z, namely o2 -T/c =0.3 (charge units) The outstanding problem is then to understand why the distribution in Z is classical rather Chan quantal, as one would expect. In ftunrr.ary, the general features of deep-Inelastic reactions have been discussed empha sizing the mass asymmetry mode, th" relative motion, the transfer of angular momentum and the equilibration of the neutron-to-priiton degree of freedom. For the mass asymmetry mode, v^'-<\ agreement has been observed between the experimental data and a diffusion model. In addition, a natural extension of this model to include the transfer of energy and of angular nomentum via a particlt transfer mechanism has been discussed and successfully compared wi-.h experiment. Tin-agreement with "f-niult iplicity data not only supports the underlying features of the diffusion model, but also lends credence to the one-body nature of the energy and angular momentum transport processes. Furthermore, on the basis of sequential fission data it has heen suggested that the ansular momentum transferred in deep-inelastic reactions may he partially depolarized through the excitation of collective modes at scission. This mechanism also explains the absence of an appreciable Y-ray anisotropy. Finally, the effect of Riant El mode on the equilibrium neutron-to-proton ratio of deep-inelastic fragments has been described. It has been shown that the widths of the Z distributions for fixed mass asymmetry can be explained by the coupling of the El mode to the intrinsic degrees of freedom.
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